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Abstract 
Online stores are dramatically increasing and becoming popular, in a way 
that enterprisers invest tremendous resource and effort to meet customer 
requirements. However, the failure rate resulting from improper operation has 
been increasing year by year. By investigating the main cause, the operators 
cannot grasp the online store websites’ industry type and attribute category. 
Therefore, they fail to effectively use resource, show website image of the stores 
and information quality, to further meet customers’ demand and obtain the 
expected operational efficiency. Therefore, this research (1) grasps the website 
attribute of online stores by reviewing the literature; (2) sets up “online store 
website attributes structure” through qualitative method, serving as a basis for 
enterprisers to improve the operation/service mechanism; (3) sets up “industry 
breadth and depth graph”, so as to find the website content equilibrium degree of 
various industries’ online store and further obtain improvement strategy. It is 
believed that this research result, as said by the professors and scholars being 
interviewed, not only assists enterprisers to clearly grasp advantage/disadvantage 
and strategy of online store website attribute, but also promotes the effectiveness 
in resource utilization and the probability of success. Meanwhile, this research 
result can also effectively link practical application and academic value and 
provide researchers with new direction and scope. 
 
Keywords: Different industrial types, Online store, Website attributes, Qualitative 
interviews method, Decision index. 
 
Introduction 
Although, online stores are dramatically flourishing, the probability of failure or 
collapse is also steadily increasing. In this regard, although many scholars have proposed a 
variety of research results such as critical success factor, best business model, web design, 
internet marketing, online store loyalty, and internet commodity popularity, in order to 
stimulate and enhance business constitution, brand image, customer satisfaction and 
repurchase, marketing activities, etc. (Song, Baker, Lee, & Wetherbe, 2012; Chang & 
Tseng, 2013; Liu, Deng, & Hu, 2014; Chiu, Tzeng, & Lin, 2014; Lin, Chien, & Ma, 2014). 
Meanwhile, in order to accumulate customer base and boost efficiency, enterprises also 
participate in various conferences and seminars or receiving counseling, to enhance the 
ability of internal personnel against website operating. Unfortunately, these efforts did not 
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bring enterprisers significant improvements and business benefits. 
The reason is the scholars and enterprisers seek the common criteria of online store 
website rather than effectively showing attribute and value of enterprisers’ websites (Song, 
Baker, Lee & Wetherbe, 2012). Therefore, the practice not merely, but also highly loss the 
core value of online store and its customers base. At the same time, it makes the operating 
mechanism of enterprises more confusion and results in a series of resource waste. 
To effectively solve this dilemma, researchers think we should rebuild online store 
website attribute and provide instant messaging and service, thereby enhancing the 
customers’ reliance on online store (Song et al., 2012). Also, we should strengthen the 
online store style, utilitarian value, usefulness, ease of use, thereby enhancing the online 
store image and willingness of purchase (Chang & Tseng, 2013), as well as strengthen the 
website features and service quality, in order to create visibility and highly link with online 
shoppers’ behavior (Shobeiri, Mazaheri, & Laroche, 2014). These studies can clearly point 
out the direction for solving problems. However, different industries have different 
operating types. Different types have different online store website attributes. Different 
attributes have different resource input and operation mode. Therefore, different resource 
requirement and operation mode also make the importance degree of different attributes not 
the same. These facts, if not make online store operators fully understand, improve and 
implement, will therefore not be able to effectively meet the needs of customer base, 
thereby achieving the anticipated business benefits. 
To this end, this research (1) through the literature review, summarizes online store 
website attributes; (2) using qualitative interview method, establishes systematic “online 
store website attribute structure”; (3)through “the performance adequacy score of website 
attribute”, proceeds two stages questionnaires, and gets eight kinds of “the sum of data” and 
one kind of “importance average”; (4) “the sum of data” is classified into two categories: 
industry and attribute, and accordingly establishes “industry breadth and depth graph” and 
“attribute category decision index of various industry types”; (5) according to questionnaire 
results, performs strategy analysis against attribute category of various industry types; (6) 
elaborates research results and management implications, to render the application value of 
this research. It is believed that this research results not merely demonstrate the advantages 
and disadvantages of online store website attribute of the seven major industry types in 
Taiwan; also make online store operators clearly grasp the attribute and function of online 
store website under their own categories, thereby enhancing the probability of a successful 
operation; at the same time, effectively link academic and practice, thereby driving scholars 
to the development of this field. 
 
Literature Review 
In this section, this research will illustrate difference in enterprise type; the items of 
online store website attributes; and qualitative research interview and its steps, serving as a 
basis for follow-up research. 
 
Difference of Enterprise Type 
An enterprise, limited by the difference of size, type, resource, and experience, has to 
adopt different strategies and practices for product development and brand approach, 
thereby improving the utilization efficiency of enterprise resources (Boesso, Favotto, 
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Menini & Kumar, 2009). Also, the operators should value industry type (Hölttä-Otto, Otto 
& Luo, 2013). But, no matter what type it is, innovation and development are highly related 
to user interaction, external interaction, and architecture categories. Thus, it will effectively 
present the differentiation characteristics of enterprise, through customer demand, external 
comparison, shaping of interior structure. 
 
Online Store Website Attribute 
Wang and Lee (2008) believe “merchandise classification” can assist consumers 
considerably reduce the workload associated with managing internet stores and rapidly find 
products. Therefore, “product ranking function” etc. can enhance the shopping 
convenience. Delafrooz, Paim and Khatibi (2010) believe that “utilitarian orientation”, 
“convenience”, “price”, “a wider selection”, and other factors will highly influence 
consumers’ attitudes of online shopping. Thus, it is suggested that operators should 
strengthen the “user-friendly function” of online store website. Mee, Seng and Chai (2010) 
believe that E-marketers should consider “the establishment of well-designed” and “well-
mechanism”, in order to provide “sufficient information” such as product “attribute”, 
“pricing”, “promotion”, etc., thereby defining the specific goal of online store website. Ahn 
(2010) believes that the features of “recommend new arrivals”, “the main commodities”, 
“manager recommended items”, “hot popular products”, “sales ranking”, and “recently 
viewed product” can accelerate the rate of consumption. Close and Kukar-Kinney (2010) 
believe that the function of “offer of free shipping”, “the tracking list”, “shopping cart”, 
“promotion of numerous products”, and “new product discount/discount program” can 
increase the probability of purchase. Ganesh, Reynolds, Luckett and Pomirleanu (2010) 
believes that the features of “show other consumers’ products”, “frequently organize 
promotion”, “release the latest information of event”, “establish physical store”, “security 
of shopping”, “announce fraud prevention information”, “newsletter” etc., can improve 
confidence in shopping and purchase rate. Huang and Liu (2010) believe that the features of 
“specific illustration of commodity characteristic and precautions”, “research team”, 
“environmental and social responsibility”, “product/raw material ingredient”, “production 
history and quality”, “product detailed information”, “website map”, “e-catalogue”, 
“product effect” etc. can obtain the goodwill and trust of customers and increase ease of 
web browsing. Serrano-Cinca, Fuertes-Callén and Gutiérrez-Nieto (2010) believe that 
online store website, whether in the people-based or search engine-based internet 
positioning, will be committed to the cost leadership and differentiation and will show the 
on-line number, purchaser number and merchandise buying trips, thereby increasing the 
purchasing willingness. 
Kuo and Chen (2011) believe that the features of “marketing program”, “conspicuous 
activity”, “thorough classification of product”, “real picture”, “repair warranty illustration”, 
“product technique consultation” etc. are the important factors for a successful online store 
operation. Lee, Shi, Lim and Sia (2011) believe that the feature of “positive media 
coverage” can effectively promote the customer goodwill of store. Liu and Forsythe (2011) 
believe that the features of “declare freight standard”, “various modes of payment and pick 
up” can enhance the shopping convenience. Marucheck, Greis and Cai (2011) believe that 
the features of “actual film test”, “safety authentication”, “analysis information of various 
machine effectiveness”, “market research”, “test report”, and “inspection report” can 
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elevate customer ease of degree. Ramanathan (2011) believes that “the features of after 
service”, “on-time delivery”, “quality assurance”, “discount”, “returned product inquiry”, 
and “pre-order products” can attract consumers’ attention. 
Aghekyan-Simonian, Forsythe, Kwon and Chattaraman (2012) believe that the factors 
of “brand story/spirit/attribute” can inspire consumer for shopping and “own brand” can 
upgrade the competiveness. Kim, Galliers, Shin, Ryoo and Kim (2012) believe that the 
features of “timely updating news”, “commodity-related knowledge supply”, “product 
arrival time”, “appreciation assurance”, “return service illustration”, “refund 
implementation”, “the refund instruction”, “declare “return only, no exchange”, “product 
comparison” etc. are the key factors of repurchase intention. Liao, Chu, Chen and Chang 
(2012) believe that the functions of “simultaneously organize a number of promotions”, 
“consumption plot point cumulating/cash reward”, “new product discount” etc. can highly 
attract consumers. Park, Kim, Funches and Foxx (2012) believe that the features of 
“diversification of commodity styles”, “reasonable price of the brand”, “treat value”, 
“apparel attribute”, “web browsing”, “numerous product promotions” etc. can inspire “e-
impulse” buying. Wang (2012) believes “brand merger”, “selling different type of goods”, 
“foreign purchase area set up”, “the ordering instruction of overseas members”, “overseas 
delivery”, “shipping quality illustration”, “shipping notice”, and “delivery illustration” etc. 
can effectively expand market share. Wang, Wang, Fang and Chau (2012) believe that the 
features of “social network” (personal space, bloggers’ consuming experience and 
discussion forums), “structural assurance” (faithfully describe consumer rights safeguard 
policy), and “word-of-mouth” (detailed “seller rating/evaluations” can effectively 
popularize the visibility. 
Chang and Tseng (2013), from the view of perceived value, discover that the features of 
“style”, “usefulness”, and “ease of use” are the most important online store image 
attributes. Amrouche and Yan (2013) believe that “co-branding” and “the cross-industry 
alliance” can expand the market. Becerril-Arreola, Leng and Parlar (2013) believe that 
“instant inventory information” and “replenishment notice” can assure consumption desire. 
Cebi (2013) believes that the features of “friendly web interface”, “operation information”, 
“customer service information”, “product searching function”, “privacy notice” etc. are the 
fundamental information of online store website. Chiu, Tzeng and Li (2013) believe that 
“multi-media effects”, funny commercials”, “12/24 hours express delivery service”, “the 
trial report”, “store evaluation”, “price inquiry”, and “shipping inquiry function” etc. can 
inspire consumption desire. Filipović, Jovanović and Kostić (2013) believes that the 
features of “online store superiority reinforcement”, “exclusive merchandise”, “website 
special function”, “special discount” and “complimentary discount coupon” etc. can 
upgrade the opportunity of shopping. Kim, Hong and Rho (2013) believe that the features 
of “good information supply”, “experience sharing zone”, “share items to friends”, 
“community website links”, “Set up forum/discussion area”, “offering shared zone”, 
“shipping policies”, ”consumption record inquiry”, “order tracking”, and “product 
assortment/pricing factors” can enhance the satisfaction of purchase and strengthen 
repurchase intention. Rababah (2013) believes that “merchandise question and answer 
feature” can make consumers relieved and trust the store. Vincent and Webster (2013) 
believe that the features of “show product promotions”, “member classification system”, 
“same level of customized offers”, “shopping award for new member”, “show sale price 
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and promotion price), and “full discount offer” etc. can increase sales. Wu (2013) believes 
that the features of “complaints pipeline”, “shopping precautions”, “clear shopping 
process”, “online customer service center”, and “message board” etc. can enhance 
customer’s desire of purchasing. Lin (2014) believes that “the related product 
recommendation” can effectively accelerate performance. Hsu and Lin (2014) believe “APP 
shopping function” can greatly increase purchase probability. 
 
Qualitative Interviews 
In view of the purpose of this study is to highly integrate experts’ opinion. So, this 
research uses three qualitative interview methods: KJ method, Focus Group Interviews 
(FGIs) and Delphi method, to ensure the objectivity and correctness of research results. 
KJ method is a method that, through comparison and classification, organizes and 
processes the surface clutter of thoughts, opinions and ideas, thereby building different 
attribute groups. Cheng and Leu (2011) proposed 5 steps to implement KJ method: (1) 
determining the topic; (2) collecting data; (3) sorting and grouping data; (4) creating group 
title card; (5) drawing KJ grouping diagram. Focus group interviews can obtain, confirm, 
and correct information through interacting and communicating with experts. Stewart, 
Shamdasani and Rook (2007) proposed following 8 steps to conduct FGIs: (1) identifying 
the topic; (2) confirming the members of participants; (3) electing host; (4) designing 
interviewing schedule and agenda; (5) inviting participants/experts; (6) conducting FGIs; 
(7) analyzing and explain data implication; (8) making conclusion. 
Delphi method is good at acquiring consistent experts’ opinion through repeated 
questionnaire survey. van Zolingen and Klaassen (2003) proposed 12 steps to conduct 
Delphi method: (1) confirming survey topic; (2) ensuring for professional knowledge; (3) 
inviting participants/experts; (4) distributing the first round questionnaire; (5) analyzing 
first round questionnaire; (6) discussing if the result is consistent; (7) if inconsistent, then 
noticing participants in 2nd questionnaire; (8) distributing the second round questionnaire; 
(9) analyzing second round questionnaire; (10) confirming consistency/consensus; (11) 
repeat the steps (4)-(10) until the result is consistent; (12) if acquiring consistent result, then 
presenting the data in final report. 
 
Research Process 
In order to establish “online store website attribute structure”, facilitating enterprises 
master the overall phase that site operators must pay attention to, this research uses three 
qualitative interview methods. Firstly, this research uses KJ method to categorize scholars’ 
clutter of opinions and proposes the prototype structure; then, through FGIs, it amends 
prototype and proposes an initial structure; and finally, it uses Delphi questionnaire to 
obtain expert consensus and proposes the final case. 
 
A. Establish Online Store Website Attribute Structure - Prototype (KJ Method) 
To perform KJ method, this research complying with the steps suggested by Cheng and 
Leu (2011), invites one consultant/expert with 10 years’ experience in assisting enterprise 
on online store establishment and one scholar with 8 years’ experience in teaching internet 
marketing courses. These experts jointly classify the 105 items of online store website 
attribute and name various attribute groups, thereby building up the prototype of “online 
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store website attribute structure”. 
To ensure the stability of classification results and the information reproducibility, this 
research conducts KJ method three times respectively in two weeks. In the 1st KJ method, 
these experts jointly group 105 items of online store website attribute into 20 categories. In 
the 2nd KJ method, this research groups them into 18 categories. In the 3rd KJ method, 
other than the 18 categories obtained, it also discovers that each attribute item affiliated to 
the category is consistent with the result found in the 2nd KJ method. 
The 18 categories/105 items attribute include: (1) the category of “build basic function” 
has 14 items; (2) the category of “provide reference of purchase” and the category of 
“enrich product information” have 10 items each; (3) the category of “organize 
promotions” has 8 items; (4) the category of “supply of website information”, “define 
delivery mechanism”, and “clear business strategy” have 7 items each; (5) the category of 
“detail shopping notes” and “friendly after sales service” have 6 items each; (6) the 
category of “Design of website content” and “enterprise information” have 5 items each; 
(7) the category of “Brand message” and “provide customer service” have 4 items each ; (8) 
the category of “ensure transaction security” and “set up membership system” has 3 items 
each; (9) the category of “knowledge provided”, “product webpage display” and 
“strengthen consumption exchange” have 2 items each. 
 
B. Confirm Online Store Website Attribute Structure - Initial Case (FGIs) 
Although, KJ method can effectively classify literature results so as to build prototype. 
Each item in various categories is still inadequate comparing with actual practice. So, this 
research, according to the steps suggested by Stewart et al. (2007), performs FGIs. Firstly, 
this research invites two scholars with more than 10 years’ experience in teaching Internet 
marketing, two consultants with more than eight years of consulting experience of online 
store, and two business executives managing online store. Then these experts jointly 
perform discussion and corrections against 18 categories/105 items of attribute in regards to 
the appropriateness of classification, the item rationality, and the item shortage 
During the process of two interviews, this research (1) adjusts the classification of 2 
items of attribute; (2) modifies the wordings of 9 items of attribute, and adds 15 items so as 
to make the original meaning of items be more clear and independent; (3) adds 12 new 
items so as to compensate for the lack of literature. Therefore, at this stage, this research 
totally obtains 18 categories/132 items of online store website attribute. 
In part (1), (a) the item of “inspection report of material safety” is moved from the 
category of “enrich product information” to the category of “website information supply”; 
(b) the item of “customer service information” is moved from the category of “customer 
service supply” to the category of “enterprise information”. 
In part (2), experts/scholars believe that the scope and meaning described in some 
attribute items are too broad. Thus, 9 attribute items have been revised/increased to 24. 
Among them, (a) “friendly interface” is modified to become “clear and simple webpages” 
and “color scheme of webpage suits the theme”; (b) “shop introduction and its attributes” is 
modified to become “introduction and attributes of online store”, “operation 
mission/philosophy and vision”, and “entrepreneurial history”; (c) “special discount” is 
modified to become “emphasize the specials discount”; (d) “sharing of bloggers” is 
modified to become “sharing of experts and bloggers”; (e) “Picture authenticity” is 
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modified to become “beautiful & clear image”; (f) “detailing product information” is 
modified to become “specify product features” and “product/material ingredient 
introduction”, “description of product precautions”, “emphasize product effect”, and 
“promotion reminding/exclusive” becomes “show sales price and discount price” and 
“show product promotions”; (g) “a variety of promotional program” is modified to become 
“product clearance”, “special offer at limited time”, “promotions of product assortment”, 
“additional purchase product”, and “provide discount of group purchase”; (h) “consumption 
plot point cumulating/cash reward/expense offsets” is modified to become “free gift if over 
full amount or with point collection” and “cash reward/bonus point if over full amount”; (i) 
“returned product illustration” is modified to become “return service illustration”, 
“defective and wrongly delivered product illustration”, and “free delivery of returned 
merchandise”. 
In part (3), experts/scholars, with their practical experiences, newly add 12 attribute 
items. Among them, they have (a) under the category of “3.brand information”, newly 
added “list the appropriate occasions” and “list the applicable customer base”; (b) under the 
category of “5.provide reference of purchase”, newly added “special edition of product 
theme”; (c) under the category of “6.knowledge supply”, newly added “product 
maintenance instruction”; (d)under the category of “7.product webpage display”, newly 
added “video appreciation of product”; (e) in the category of “9.organize promotions”, 
newly added “preferential using designated bank credit card”; (f) in the category of 
“10.customer service supply”, newly added “provide QR code” and “overcharged advise 
function”; (g) in the category of “11.build basic function”, newly added “member quick 
login”; (h) in the category of “13.set up membership system”, newly added “quickly enter 
membership”; (i) in the category of “14.detailing shopping precautions”, newly added 
“electronic invoice illustration”; (j) in the category of “18.clear business strategy”, newly 
added “set up store on multiple platforms”. 
The result obtained by this study in the FGIs stage is shown in Table 1. In Table 1, the 
left columns are the categories of online store website attribute, the middle columns are the 
names of attribute item, the right columns are marked reference literature, amendment 
(modify/add) or (expert) newly added, thereby by corresponding and presenting the result 
of interview. 
 
Table 1  
Online Store Website Attributes Structure – Final Case 
Categories Attribute items Literatures 
1. Design of 
website content 
1. popular product/specials/place features 
on home page 
Vincent and Webster (2013) 
2. thorough classification of product Kuo and Chen (2011) 
3. clear and simple webpages Cebi (2013)； revised/enlarged 
4. color scheme of webpage suits the 
theme 
Cebi (2013)； revised/enlarged 
5. multimedia effects Chiu et al. (2013) 
6. website map Huang and Liu (2010) 
2. enterprise 
information 
7. introduction and attributes of online 
store 
Huang and Liu (2010)； 
revised/enlarged 
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Categories Attribute items Literatures 
8. operation mission/philosophy and 
vision 
Huang and Liu (2010)； 
revised/enlarged 
9. Positive media coverage Lee et al. (2011) 
10. entrepreneurial history Huang and Liu (2010)； 
revised/enlarged 
11. operation information Cebi (2013) 
12. Introduce research team Huang and Liu (2010) 
13. explain environmental and social 
responsibility 
Huang and Liu (2010) 
3. Brand message 
14. brand story Aghekyan-Simonian et al. (2012) 
15. brand spirit Aghekyan-Simonian et al. (2012) 
16. display brand attributes Aghekyan-Simonian et al. (2012) 
17. indicate reasonable price of the brand Park et al. (2012) 
18. list the appropriate occasions Increased 
19. list the applicable customer base Increased 
4. supply of 
website 
information 
20. release the latest information of event Ganesh et al. (2010) 
21. online store superiority reinforcement Filipović et al. (2013) 
22. present production history and quality Huang and Liu (2010) 
23. emphasize the specials discount Filipović et al. (2013)； 
revised/enlarged 
24. inspection report of material safety Marucheck et al. (2011) 
25. funny commercials Chiu et al. (2013) 
26. Show the on-line number Serrano-Cinca et al. (2010) 
5. provide 
reference of 
purchase 
27. recommend new arrivals Ahn (2010) 
28. provide e-catalogue Huang and Liu (2010) 
29. hot popular products Ahn (2010) 
30. commodity sales ranking Ahn (2010) 
31. manager recommended items Ahn (2010) 
32. provide pre-order products Ramanathan (2011) 
33. the main commodities Ahn (2010) 
34. Show the purchaser number Serrano-Cinca et al. (2010) 
35. sharing of experts and bloggers Wang et al. (2012)； revised/enlarged 
36. special edition of product theme Increased 
37. provide analysis information of 
various machine effectiveness 
Marucheck et al. (2011) 
6.knowledge 
supply 
38. product maintenance instruction Increased 
39. provide market research and test 
report 
Marucheck et al. (2011) 
40. commodity-related knowledge supply Kim et al. (2012) 
7. product 
webpage display 
41. beautiful & clear image Kuo and Chen (2011)； 
revised/enlarged 
42. video appreciation of product Increased 
43. emphasize exclusive merchandise Filipović (2013) 
8. enrich product 
information 
44. specify product features Huang and Liu (2010)； 
revised/enlarged 
45. the trial report Chiu et al. (2013) 
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Categories Attribute items Literatures 
46. instant inventory information Becerril-Arreola et al. (2013) 
47. product/material ingredient 
introduction 
Huang and Liu (2010)； 
revised/enlarged 
48. description of product precautions Huang and Liu (2010)； 
revised/enlarged 
49. provide safety authentication and 
inspection report 
Marucheck et al. (2011) 
50. emphasize product effect Huang and Liu (2010)； 
revised/enlarged 
51. diversification of commodity styles Park et al. (2012) 
52. show sale price and promotion price Vincent and Webster (2013)；
revised/enlarged 
53. show product promotions Vincent and Webster (2013)；
revised/enlarged 
54. sharing of consumers’ experience Kim et al. (2013) 
55. the product Q & A Rababah (2013) 
56. recommend the related merchandise Lin (2014) 
57. display other consumers bought 
products 
Ganesh et al. (2010) 
9. organize 
promotions 
58. simultaneously organize a number of 
promotions 
Liao et al. (2012) 
59. promotions of numerous products Park et al. (2012) 
60. frequently organize promotions Ganesh et al. (2010) 
61. product clearance 
Close and Kukar-Kinney (2010)；
revised/enlarged 
62. free gift if over full amount or with 
point collection 
Liao et al. (2012)； revised/enlarged 
63. offer of free shipping Close and ukar-Kinney (2010) 
64. cash reward/bonus point if over full 
amount 
Liao et al. (2012)； revised/enlarged 
65. special offer at limited time 
Close and Kukar-Kinney (2010)； 
revised/enlarged 
66. promotions of product assortment 
Close and Kukar-Kinney (2010)； 
revised/enlarged 
67. additional purchase product 
Close and Kukar-Kinney (2010)； 
revised/enlarged 
68. provide discount of group purchase 
Close and Kukar-Kinney (2010)； 
revised/enlarged 
69. complimentary discount coupon Filipović (2013) 
70. new product discount Liao et al. (2011) 
71. preferential using designated bank 
credit card 
Increased 
10. customer 
service supply 
72. the Q & A function of product Rababah (2013) 
73. provide QR code Increased 
74. on-line customer service center and 
message board 
Wu (2013) 
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Categories Attribute items Literatures 
75. overcharged advise function Increased 
76. customer service information Cebi (2013) 
77. set up foreign purchase area Wang (2012) 
11. build basic 
function 
78. product searching function Cebi (2013) 
79. product ranking function Wang and Lee (2008) 
80. the mode of product classification Wang and Lee (2008) 
81. the tracking list Close and Kukar-Kinney (2010) 
82. recently viewed product Ahn (2010) 
83. price inquiry function Chiu et al. (2013) 
84. newsletter Ganesh et al. (2010) 
85. store evaluation function Chiu et al. (2013) 
86. consumption record inquiry Kim et al. (2013) 
87. share items to friends Kim et al. (2013) 
88. remind the full discount offer Vincent and Webster (2013) 
89. member quick login Increased 
90. shopping cart function Close and Kukar-Kinney (2010) 
91. product comparison function Kim et al. (2012) 
92. community website links Kim et al. (2013) 
12. ensure 
transaction 
security 
93. privacy notice Cebi (2013) 
94. emphasize the security of shopping Ganesh et al. (2010) 
95. announce fraud prevention 
information 
Ganesh et al. (2010) 
13. set up 
membership 
system 
96. quickly enter membership Increased 
97. shopping award for new member Vincent and Webster (2013) 
98. member classification system Vincent and Webster (2013) 
99. provide different level of customized 
offers 
Vincent and Webster (2013) 
14. detailing 
shopping pre-
auction 
100. shopping pre-cautions Wu (2013) 
101. clear shopping process Wu (2013) 
102. various payment methods and 
explanation 
Liu and Forsythe (2011) 
103. various modes of payment and pick 
up 
Liu and Forsythe (2011) 
104. the ordering instruction of overseas 
members 
Wang (2012) 
105. electronic invoice illustration Increased 
106. product arrival time Kim et al. (2012) 
15. define 
delivery 
mechanism 
107. overseas delivery Wang (2012) 
108. 12/24 hours express delivery service Chiu et al. (2013) 
109. shipping quality illustration Wang (2012) 
110. the function of shipping inquiry Chiu et al. (2013) 
111. the function of order inquiry Kim et al. (2013) 
112. the function of shipping notice Wang (2012) 
113. declare freight standard Liu and Forsythe (2011) 
16. friendly after 
sales service 
114. appreciation assurance Kim et al. (2012) 
115. the refund policy Kim et al. (2012) 
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Categories Attribute items Literatures 
116. declare “return only, no exchange” Kim et al. (2012) 
117. return service illustration Kim et al. (2012)； revised/enlarged 
118. repair warranty illustration Kuo and Chen (2011) 
119. defective and wrongly delivered 
product illustration 
Kim et al. (2012)；revised/enlarged 
120. returned product inquiry Ramanathan (2011) 
121. product technique consultation Kuo and Chen (2011) 
122. free delivery of returned 
merchandise 
Kim et al. (2012)；revised/enlarged 
17. strengthen 
consumption 
exchange 
123. Set up forum/discussion area Kim et al. (2013) 
124. the experience sharing zone 
Kim et al. (2013) 
18. clear business 
strategy 
125. co-branding Amrouche and Yan (2013) 
126. the cross-industry alliance Amrouche and Yan (2013) 
127. selling goods of different category Wang (2012) 
128. APP shopping function Hsu and Lin (2014) 
129. establish physical store Ganesh et al. (2010) 
130. set up store on multiple platforms Increased 
131. own brand Amrouche and Yan (2012) 
132. Brand merger Wang (2012) 
 
C. Establish Online Store Website Attribute Structure - Final Case (Delphi Method) 
Despite the result is confirmed by many scholars and experts, but to ensure an objective 
rationality, this research performs Delphi questionnaire survey thrice. By the 
implementation steps proposed by van Zolingen and Klaassen(2003), this research 
distributes “Delphi questionnaire” to 12 experts (3 experienced online marketing 
management scholars, 1 management consultant, 2 project managers, and 6 marketing 
supervisors). 
For each questionnaire result, this research always performs analysis by using quartile 
deviation method (Q value) proposed by Faherty (1979). In the first retrieved 12 
questionnaires: (1) there are 80 question items (attribute item) with Q≦0.6, representing 80 
items of attribute obtain high recognition (consistency) from experts/scholars; (2) there are 
26 items with 0.6<Q≦1, representing the 26 items of attribute merely reach moderate 
consistency; (3) When the Q value of 26 items is >1, it represents 26 items of attribute fail 
to reach consistency; (4) therefore, the consistency of the overall questionnaire reaches 
80.3%(= (80+26)/132)。 
According to the opinion of Murry and Hammons (1995), when consistency is over 
70%, it represents such questionnaire possesses great consistency and is acceptable. To be 
on the safe side (stable result and data reproducibility), this research performs the second 
questionnaire survey after a week. The result indicates there are 84 items reaching “high 
consistency”, 27 items reaching “moderate consistency” and 21 items with “non-
consistency”. Therefore, the overall consistency reaches 84.1% (= (84+27)/132). After one 
more week, this research performs the third questionnaire survey and finds the overall 
consistency reaches 85.6% (= (85+28)/132). 
Lastly, this research uses descriptive statistics to calculate the average value of various 
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item of attribute. And, according to the opinion of Likert (1932), the average value with 3.5 
(inclusive) or more will serve as the criteria of retaining attribute item. The result indicates 
that the average value of 132 items of attribute is greater than 3.5. Therefore, the “online 
store website attribute structure- final case” (18 category/132 items) in Table 1 established 
by this research not only possess high consistency, has also been accepted by 
experts/scholars. 
 
The difference of online store website type in Taiwan’s seven major industries 
Although the “online store website attribute structure-final case” lets enterprises 
conveniently grasp online store website operation and whole item of various attributes 
categories, after all, different industry types would pay attention to different levels and 
categories. Thus, this research conducts questionnaire survey on seven types of industry so 
as to understand the similarity and difference of different industry types, and then as a 
reference for enterprise to improve decision making. 
 
Selection of Industry Type 
The volume of online shopping market in Taiwan was $220.02 billion in the year of 
2012, growing to $294.4 billion in 2014 with anticipation to reach out $335.6 billion in 
2015. MIT (2014) in the process of more than 11.5% annual growth, the number of online 
store will increase from 80,000 to more than 100,000 (cnYES, 2015). Obviously, the 
development of online store in Taiwan is indeed impressive, and can be highly anticipated. 
But, in the performance of numerous online store sites, the difference of size, professional, 
and industry category has made the performance of attribute and categories in much 
difference. 
Thus, using the information published by Public Relations Office of Taiwan EZprice 
public relations (2014), this research elects seven highly ranked industries as the follow-up 
search objects. This information, derived from the September issue of “Top 100 poll of 
popular seller list” published by “Business Next” magazine in September 2014, was the 
statistical results made by the Public Relation Office of EZprice against various categories 
of vendor. Among hundred big sellers, the accounted ranking of industry type of each 
vendor is (1) Food (25%); (2) Apparel (22%); (3) Beauty & Care (14%); (4) Accessories 
(14 %); (5) Groceries (9%); (6) 3C (8%); (7) Outdoor Entertainment (4%). 
 
Questionnaire Survey and Process 
To understand the differences between online store website attribute of various industry 
types, this research adds a column of “the performance adequacy score of website attribute” 
in Table 1. In the scoring column, this research asks the respondents use Likert 4 point scale 
to process scoring. Among them, “3 points” represents “very good”, “2 points” represents 
“good”, “1 point” represents “Normal”, and “0 point” represents “no such feature”. In 
addition, to enhance credibility of the findings and to reduce workload of the expert group, 
this research conducted 2 stages interview and questionnaire survey according to the spirit 
of FGIs and the executing steps of Delphi survey. 
In the 1st stage, this research invites 14 postgraduate students studying on E-business, 
E-commerce, E-marketing, online store operations, Enterprise Information Portal, and other 
related topics, dividing into seven groups. In the first week of interview process, each 
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student of each group respectively proceeds scoring against online store website attribute of 
industry type that he is responsible for (each type of industry is represented by five most 
famous online stores). Then, in the second week, each team member, in the spirit of FGIs 
method, uses his scoring result to discuss with others and obtain a consensus score. 
In the 2nd stage, this research takes the fraction that was obtained from the 1st stage 
and respectively shows it in the column of various relevant attribute items, serving as a 
basis of Delphi questionnaire survey. Then, this research possessing such questionnaire 
invites 14 executives currently responsible for management of the online store in the seven 
industry types. Referring to the score results from the first stage, they would give Likert 5 
point score. Meanwhile, this research also sets up “importance degree scoring” column, 
allowing the 14 executives give each attribute and its type an appropriate importance degree 
value. 
The 14 executives’ rating and confirmation not only ensure the rationality of the results 
of the first scoring, but also can correct scores that are unreasonably rated. Finally, this 
research again uses Quartile method (Q value) to proceed with analysis on the questionnaire 
survey results of stage two, and obtains the overall consistency up to 84.0% (= (85 + 26) / 
132). Although the attribute items and the “importance degree scoring” of the categories 
obtained in this stage have not been used, they can be the basis for the follow-up analysis of 
“importance degree difference” of such attribute categories. 
 
Establishment of Decision Index and Results 
From the survey results of Delphi questionnaire, this research acquires eight kinds of 
“the sum of data” and one kind of “importance degree value Oj” (see Table 2). Among the 
eight kinds of “the sum of data”, various attribute categories under various industry types 
include: (1) “total number of item in theory category Aij” (= under each industry i, the sum 
of attribute item number Aijk under each category j and each vendor k = ∑ 𝐴𝑖𝑗𝑘
5
𝑘=1  ); (2) 
“total score of item in theory category Bij” (= Aij × 3 points); and items being graded at 3, 2, 
1 point; (3) “total number of occurrence in actual category Cij” (= under each industry i, the 
sum of attribute item number being graded under each category j and each vendor k 
= ∑ 𝐶𝑖𝑗𝑘
5
𝑘=1 ); (4) “total score of occurrence in actual category Dij” (= under each industry i, 
the sum of attribute items score being graded under each category j and each vendor k = 
∑ 𝐷𝑖𝑗𝑘
5
𝑘=1 ).  
In addition, under industry i, there are, (5) “sum of the total items of theory industry Ei” 
(= ∑ 𝐴𝑖𝑗
18
𝑗=1 ); (6) “sum of the total score of theory industry Fi” (=Ei × 3 points); and items 
being grated at 3, 2, and 1 point; (7) “sum of the total number of occurrence in actual 
industry Gi” (= ∑ 𝐶𝑖𝑗
18
𝑗=1 ); (8) “sum of the total score of actual industry Hi” (= ∑ 𝐷𝑖𝑗
18
𝑗=1 ). 
This research uses the eight kinds of “the sum of data” to establish the “intermediary 
index” (“industry type” and “attribute category” as afore-mentioned) (see Table 3). Among 
them, “industry type index” is established and based on, under various industry types, “total 
number of item / occurrence in theory / actual category” or “total score / occurrence score” 
of various attribute categories. It contains (1) “industry breadth Ii” (= Gi / Ei); (2) “industry 
depth Ji” (= Hi / Fi). In addition, the “attribute category index” is established and based on, 
“total number of item / occurrence in theory / actual category” or “total score / occurrence 
score” of various attribute categories. It contains (3) “category breadth Kij” (= Cij / Aij); (4) 
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“category depth Lij” (= Dij / Bij). Whether the “intermediary index” belongs to the “industry 
type” or “attribute category”, when the higher the “breadth” value represents such industry 
or category demonstrates more diverse contents on its online store website attribute. When 
the higher the “Depth” value represents such industry or category demonstrates more 
delicate contents on its online store website attribute. Normally, a balanced development of 
“breadth” and “depth” creates a positive benefit against online store website image of the 
enterprise. Otherwise, it allows customers generate distrust impression. For example, the 
content on website is diverse but not detailed and delicate; creating customer’ 
misunderstanding and suspecting its professional ability. In addition, if the content of 
website is detailed and delicate, but not diverse, it will also make customer deterred and 
hesitated due to inability to acquire comprehensive information.  
 
The Breadth and Depth of Website Attribute under Industry Types 
This research, according to each of the “industry breadth Ii” and “industry depth Ji” in 
“the intermediary index of two categories in the survey results” (Table 3), draws “Industry 
breadth and depth graph” as illustrated in Figure. 1. 
 
Figure 1. Industry breadth and depth graph 
 
From Figure. 1, some results are obviously found that (1) “industry breadth value” of 
all industries are higher than “industry depth value”, it indicates online store websites of all 
industries are capable to render more diversified content, but not with depth and exquisite, 
thereby failing to earn customer’s satisfaction and trust in their professional capability; (2) 
relative to other industries, the performance of “breadth and depth” of “Beauty & Care 
industry” and “Apparel industry” is obviously better; (3) although the “Grocery industry” 
has better “breadth and depth” compared to “Outdoor Entertainment industry”, but the error 
ratio is only within 2% (= (05.4-0.53) /0.53); not obvious; (4) although “3C industry” also 
has better “breadth and depth” compared to “Food industry”, but the error ratio is merely 
within 2% (= (0.51-0.50) /0.50) too; (5) relative to other industries, the “breadth and depth” 
of “Accessories industry” are apparently underperforming. Therefore, from the equilibrium 
of “breadth and depth” of industry, the order of performance merit in 7 industries is : (1) 
“Beauty & Care industry” and “Apparel industry” > (2) “Grocery industry” and “Outdoor 
Entertainment industry” > (3) “3C industry” and “Food Industry” > (4) “Accessories 
Industry”. 
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Table 2 
8 Kinds of Original “The Sum of Data” in Survey Result 
Industrial Types 
1 
Apparel 
industry 
2 
Accessories 
industry 
3 
Beauty & 
Care 
industry 
4 
Food 
industry 
5 
Groceries 
industry 
6 
3 C 
industry 
7 
Outdoor 
Entertainment 
industry 
A
tt
ri
b
u
te
 c
at
eg
o
ri
es
 j
 
o
rd
er
 
Im
p
o
rt
an
ce
 O
j 
A
ij
 
B
ij
 
C
1
j 
D
1
j 
C
2
j 
D
2
j 
C
3
j 
D
3
j 
C
4
j 
D
4
j 
C
5
j 
D
5
j 
C
6
j 
D
6
j 
C
7
j 
D
7
j 
1 4 4.61 30 90 26 68 24 58 25 61 23 51 25 63 30 75 29 66 
2 18 3.64 35 105 25 55 9 19 21 56 18 31 21 50 13 23 17 39 
3 13 4.11 30 90 14 31 10 17 22 60 12 17 12 25 6 12 25 51 
4 1 4.78 35 105 15 32 9 25 15 35 16 41 20 40 13 33 23 43 
5 2 4.71 55 165 24 51 26 74 32 84 27 75 23 44 34 87 27 57 
6 15 3.96 15 45 7 16 4 12 12 31 5 8 6 11 5 13 7 14 
7 6 4.54 15 45 6 17 6 17 3 5 3 4 6 10 8 15 5 14 
8 5 4.57 70 210 44 107 33 85 47 128 43 104 46 103 31 73 43 106 
9 3 4.68 70 210 46 113 30 84 45 125 41 117 39 94 40 106 40 99 
10 8 4.39 30 90 15 42 16 43 18 52 10 25 11 28 14 41 12 32 
11 7 4.50 75 225 36 101 29 84 48 138 34 97 43 109 51 144 28 73 
12 14 4.07 15 45 8 19 9 27 7 21 11 29 5 14 7 18 12 31 
13 11 4.25 20 60 13 35 8 24 13 39 9 26 10 28 4 8 6 15 
14 10 4.32 35 105 31 86 24 71 30 82 23 52 25 54 24 67 28 63 
15 12 4.21 35 105 27 72 23 55 18 50 23 55 19 45 16 44 11 22 
16 9 4.36 45 135 28 73 20 59 26 74 15 28 25 62 23 66 18 47 
17 17 3.71 10 20 1 2 0 0 3 9 5 9 2 4 4 12 6 9 
18 16 3.86 40 120 31 82 13 37 20 57 14 40 21 56 11 33 11 24 
under industry, 
the number of 
category/ sum of 
the score 
660 1980 397 1002 293 791 405 1107 332 809 359 840 334 870 348 805 
Ei Fi G1 H1 G2 H2 G3 H3 G4 H4 G5 H5 G6 H6 G7 H7 
 
Table 3 
The Intermediary Index of Two Categories in the Survey Results 
Industrial Types 
1 
Apparel 
industry 
2 
Accessories 
industry 
3 
Beauty & 
Care 
industry 
4 
Food 
industry 
5 
Groceries 
industry 
6 
3C 
industry 
7 
Outdoor 
Entertainment 
industry 
A
tt
ri
b
u
te
 c
at
eg
o
ri
es
 j
 
o
rd
er
 
Im
p
o
rt
an
ce
 O
j 
K
1
j 
L
1
j 
K
2
j 
L
2
j 
K
3
j 
L
3
j 
K
4
j 
L
4
j 
K
5
j 
L
5
j 
K
6
j 
L
6
j 
K
7
j 
L
7
j 
1 4 4.61 0.87 0.76 0.80 0.64 0.83 0.68 0.77 0.57 0.83 0.70 1.00 0.83 0.97 0.73 
2 18 3.64 0.71 0.52 0.26 0.18 0.60 0.53 0.51 0.30 0.60 0.48 0.37 0.22 0.49 0.37 
3 13 4.11 0.47 0.34 0.33 0.19 0.73 0.67 0.40 0.19 0.40 0.28 0.20 0.13 0.83 0.57 
4 1 4.78 0.43 0.30 0.26 0.24 0.43 0.33 0.46 0.39 0.57 0.38 0.37 0.31 0.66 0.41 
5 2 4.71 0.44 0.31 0.47 0.45 0.58 0.51 0.49 0.45 0.42 0.27 0.62 0.53 0.49 0.35 
6 15 3.96 0.47 0.36 0.27 0.27 0.80 0.69 0.33 0.18 0.40 0.24 0.33 0.29 0.47 0.31 
7 6 4.54 0.40 0.38 0.40 0.38 0.20 0.11 0.20 0.09 0.40 0.22 0.53 0.33 0.33 0.31 
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Industrial Types 
1 
Apparel 
industry 
2 
Accessories 
industry 
3 
Beauty & 
Care 
industry 
4 
Food 
industry 
5 
Groceries 
industry 
6 
3C 
industry 
7 
Outdoor 
Entertainment 
industry 
A
tt
ri
b
u
te
 c
at
eg
o
ri
es
 j
 
o
rd
er
 
Im
p
o
rt
an
ce
 O
j 
K
1
j 
L
1
j 
K
2
j 
L
2
j 
K
3
j 
L
3
j 
K
4
j 
L
4
j 
K
5
j 
L
5
j 
K
6
j 
L
6
j 
K
7
j 
L
7
j 
8 5 4.57 0.63 0.51 0.47 0.40 0.67 0.61 0.61 0.50 0.66 0.49 0.44 0.35 0.61 0.50 
9 3 4.68 0.66 0.54 0.43 0.40 0.64 0.60 0.59 0.56 0.56 0.45 0.57 0.50 0.57 0.47 
10 8 4.39 0.50 0.47 0.53 0.48 0.60 0.58 0.33 0.28 0.37 0.31 0.47 0.46 0.40 0.36 
11 7 4.50 0.48 0.45 0.39 0.37 0.64 0.61 0.45 0.43 0.57 0.48 0.68 0.64 0.37 0.32 
12 14 4.07 0.53 0.42 0.60 0.60 0.47 0.47 0.73 0.64 0.33 0.31 0.47 0.40 0.80 0.69 
13 11 4.25 0.65 0.58 0.40 0.40 0.65 0.65 0.45 0.43 0.50 0.47 0.20 0.13 0.30 0.25 
14 10 4.32 0.89 0.82 0.69 0.68 0.86 0.78 0.66 0.50 0.71 0.51 0.69 0.64 0.80 0.60 
15 12 4.21 0.77 0.69 0.66 0.52 0.51 0.48 0.66 0.52 0.54 0.43 0.46 0.42 0.31 0.21 
16 9 4.36 0.62 0.54 0.44 0.44 0.58 0.55 0.33 0.21 0.56 0.46 0.51 0.49 0.40 0.35 
17 17 3.71 0.10 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.30 0.45 0.50 0.45 0.20 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.60 0.45 
18 16 3.86 0.78 0.68 0.33 0.31 0.50 0.48 0.35 0.33 0.53 0.47 0.28 0.28 0.28 0.20 
the breadth and 
depth of various 
industries 
0.60 0.51 0.44 0.40 0.61 0.56 0.50 0.41 0.54 0.42 0.51 0.44 0.53 0.41 
I1 J1 I2 J2 I3 J3 I4 J4 I5 J5 I6 J6 I7 J7 
 
Conclusion 
In the highly competitive Internet market, how to stand out in their own industry has 
clearly become the operating pressure of executives. Thus, although many businesses have 
invested in this market, but there is a large number of hesitant or withdraw population from 
market. Investigating its main cause, in addition to the incomplete internal operating 
mechanism and the acquisition of external goods not as expected, the important reason 
resulting in an inability of boosting the performance is that the control of online store 
website attribute, contacting with customers and performance are incomplete. 
 
A. Research Results 
To solve this dilemma, this research (1) in addition to pass through the extensive 
literature results, summarizes online store website attribute item and through qualitative 
interview method, establishes systematic “online store website attribute structure” to 
facilitate the operator grasp the full operating mechanism; (2) establishes the “industry 
breadth and depth graph” to render the imbalance state of website content of all industry 
type that has a high diversification but not refinement and exacerbation; (3) finds out that 
“3.Beauty & Care industry” and “1.Apparel industry” have better performance; (4) 
“2.Accessories industry” has the worst satisfaction. 
 
B. Management Implication 
According to the afore-mentioned four outcomes, this research further takes three 
levels: “management decision”, “management mechanism”, and “management 
applications” to illustrate the benefits and value of this research. In the “management 
decision” level, from the “industry breadth and depth graph”, it can be seen that website 
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information of all industry is unbalanced in regards to diversification and refinement. Thus, 
enterprise can reconsider the attribute of existing site, thereby proposing an effective 
strategy. In the “management mechanism” level, enterprise can, through the “online store 
website attribute structure”, (1) check the adequacy of existing website attribute, serving as 
a basis of the mechanism of improving website; (2) establishing a regular scoring 
mechanism to perform improvement on a regular or non-regular basis. Additionally, in the 
“management application” level, enterprise can, through the “importance degree averages” 
of “online store website attribute structure”, select the website attribute needing the most 
strength in order to improve customer satisfaction of such website. 
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